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What do we observe?
What observables can we get, ultimately?

⇒ In optical/near infraded observation, 
    we observe photons, as particles.
 Observable information is...
   - photon flux in a certain energy range
   - celestial region
   - spin (polarization)
   - time stamp   



  

Photon energy
 

E=hν=
hc
λ

 energy range 
  = frequency range
  =wavelength range
  



  

Photon flux
Flux: photon energy going through per unit 
time per unit area [erg/s/cm2] 
Flux density: Flux per unit frequency (or unit 
wavelength)   [erg/s/cm2/Hz; erg/s/cm2/Å] 

In optical IR photometry, 
usually “magnitude” is used 
to express the photon flux density
 mag = -2.5 log(f[erg/s/cm2/Hz]) + constant



  

Celestial Region
What is the origin of the observed photons?
Do they come from a point source or an 
extended source?
 Angle units: arcsec;arcmin;degree; radian 
 Solid angle units:
  arcsec2;arcmin2;degree2 or steradian(str;sr)
Flux coming from an extended source is 
expressed in “surface brightness”, in units of 
flux, flux density or mag per solid angle. 



  

Spin
Spin of photon (～ polarization of light wave) 
is another important information.

… But in this lecture, skip.



  

Time
“Time” has two meanings in English:
  - Time duration (時間)
  - When (時刻)
Both are important parameters in astronomy.
- Astronomers observe fluxes in a given time  
  duration.
- Some celestial objects show time-variation.
  It is important to measure quantities as a 
  function of time.



  

Time standard
Usually, UTC (Coordinated Universal Time)
is adopted, and then it is converted to UT1 
or other time standards if needed.

Also Julian Day (JD) and Modified Julian Day 
(MJD) are often used.

2014/09/24 12:00(JST)= 2014/09/24 3:00(UTC)
                                  = 2456924.625 (JD)
                                  = 56924.125 (MJD)



  

In summary...
So, basically, we count photons 
   in a certain energy range 
       (=a certain frequency range)
       (=a certain wavelength range)
   of a certain polarization
   from a certain celestial region 
   in a certain time period
   passing through a certain area.
 (photon energy/area/time ⇒ flux)



  

Imaging/Spectroscopy
Differences between imaging and spectroscopy are …

Imaging: Resolved spatial information
 integrated over a given energy range.
  (e.g.,Picture of the sun of wide 
  optical wavelength range)

Spectroscopy: Information at a specific energy,
   usually with little spatial information.
  (e.g, sunlight dispersion through a prism.
    No information on what the sun looks like.)



  

How to control parameters
Time span (=integration time) is 
controlled by 
 - optical shutter 
 - detector readout intervals

In modern days astronomers use network 
time protocol (NTP) in the data acquisition 
(DAQ) system to synchronize time to GPS-
based clocks.



  

How to control parameters
In imaging, 
-Wavelength information is limited by filter
 and telescope/instrument characteristics.
-Field of view and spatial resolution is defined 
 by the detector. In CCD, limited by number of 
 pixels and pixel scales.
-Absolute direction is calibrated against 
 catalogs of precise celestial coordinates.



  

Optical filters

Total system throughput [count/photon]
is a product of QE, filter, optics 
and Earth's atmosphere.

Figures from Subaru WWW



  

Coordinate system 
Often equatorial coordinate is used;
α：RA(right assention) 
δ：Dec (declination)
Equinox:J2000 is often used.

In some cases, ecliptic or galactic coordinate
may be used.



  

But...
If all the parameters, except observation time
(when), is well-controlled to be the same, 
is the observed photon flux constant?
⇒No, intrinsically not. 

Photon creation is  a quantum physical 
process, i.e., random.
Number of photons is thus a statistical 
variable; not a constant at all.



  

So, what we want is...
We want to know the “mean” (time-averaged) 
number of photons.

It corresponds to a photon creation rate = a 
reaction rate of a physical process, or a sum 
of some processes.

Statistical error (photon noise) always exists.
Other errors(noises) should be minimized.



  

Why do we need large 
telescopes?

Because number of photons is a statistical 
variable.
To better estimate the average, we need to 
collect as many samples(photons) as possible.
And to obtain many photons, we need large 
apertures, and long integration time.

We love Subaru Telescope.



  

Flux measurement
If all the photons are captured, it is simple.
But it is not. light

electrical signal

Image

Interstellar 
medium

Atmosphere

Telescope 
optics

Filter

Detector(CCD)

Electronics

absorption, scattering

absorption, scattering, 
seeing, sky background
absorption, reflection, 
geometric distortion

absorption, reflection

quantum efficiency, bad 
pixel, dark current

bias, crosstalk



Suprime-Cam

Prime 
Focus

Imaging camera with 10 × 2k×4k CCDs. 
Mounted at Subaru prime focus, 
0.202 arcsec/pix, and ～37×24arcmin FoV

～15cmHuman size ～2m



Suprime-Cam's FoV

34'

27'

2k

4k



Suprime-Cam's FoV





  

(Nearly) Ideal Data
In a certain 
wavelength range, 
at a certain time.



  

Real Raw Data
An example.



  

Data reduction
 To make final image from the raw data.

background
gradient

channel gap

cosmic rays
Faint objects
missing



  

Output of CCD
x=((obj+sky)×R×QE+dark )

×exptime /gain+bias
R:transmission of the system
  (atmosphere, optics, filter)
QE: quantum efficiency

And spatially, distortion, blur(PSF), and 
pixelization. 
Also, noise contamination(e.g. CR, satellite).



  

Reduction of CCD
x=((obj+sky)×R×QE+dark )

×exptime /gain+bias

obj=((x−bias)×gain/exptime−dark)
/QE /R−sky

solve



  

Reduction of CCD
obj=((x−bias)×gain/exptime−dark)

/QE /R−sky

obj '=((x−bias)−dark ')/ flat−sky '

obj'=obj×exptime/gain×QE×R/flat
sky'=sky×exptime/gain×QE×R/flat
dark'=dark×exptime/gain

deform



  

Flow of CCD reduction

- Subtract bias
- Subtract dark
- Divide by flat
- Subtract sky

The resulted value (obj') is not an absolute 
value. Flux calibration is needed later.

obj '=((x−bias)−dark ')/ flat−sky '



namechange.csh
overscansub.csh
mask_mkflat_HA.csh
ffield.csh
distcorr.csh
psfmatch_batch.csh
skysb.csh
mask_AGX.csh
blank.csh, ...
makemos.csh
imcio2a

  1.   Renaming of the data files
  2.   Overscan and bias subtraction
  3.   Making flat frames
  4.   Flat fielding
  5.   Distortion correction
  6.   PSF size equalization
  7.   Sky subtraction
  8.   Masking out AG probe
  9.   Masking out bad regions
10.   Alignment and scaling
11.   Coadding

Step  Purpose                                    Command

Reduction with SDFRED



  

CCD readout
Stored charges are transferred step by step.

Series of charges are readout.

ＭＮＯＰ
ＩＪＫＬ
ＥＦＧＨ
ＡＢＣＤ

ＭＮＯＰ
ＩＪＫＬ
ＥＦＧＨ

　ＡＢＣＤ

ＭＮＯＰ
ＩＪＫＬ
ＥＦＧＨ

ＡＢＣＤ

parallel serial

ＭＮＯＰ
ＩＪＫＬ
ＥＦＧＨ

ＢＣＤ

ＭＮＯＰ
ＩＪＫＬ
ＥＦＧＨ

Ｄ

ＭＮＯＰ
ＩＪＫＬ

  ＥＦＧＨ



CCD

+

Bias

ADC

Image

Bias
1 photon may create 1 charge
 (electron or hole).
When charges in a pixel are read out,
they are stored in a capacitor and 
measured as a voltage.
The voltage is then converted
by an Analog-Digital converter
to a 16-bit integer (0-65535).



Bias
Voltage is affected 
by noise (readout noise)

0V is converted
to bias count.

0V 0 count

bias count0 count

If bias=0, 
distribution is 
skewed when
number of 
photons are 
small.



Overscan
CCD of Suprime-Cam
(Hamamatsu CCDs) has
4 channels.
Each channel has 
- serial prescan 
- serial overscan
- parallel prescan
- parallel overscan



Crosstalk
CCD of Suprime-Cam (Hamamatsu CCDs) 
shows CCD crosstalk among channels.
An optional program can remedy the 
problem.

Same region in different contrast.



  

Dark
Thermal fluctuation will change state 
 without photoelectric effect.
Since number of low-energy states is larger,
the high-energy state (=charge) increases
by thermal 
fluctuation.
It is called 
“dark current”.
In Suprime-Cam, dark current is negligible.

γ

thermalphotoelectric



  

Flat fielding
A correction of pixel-to-pixel variation of 
system throughput. In SDFRED, 
 - amp gain difference among channels  
 - non-uniformity of optics (vignetting, filter)
 - Pixel distortion (by optics)
 - QE of each pixel
are corrected.
The scaling
(normalization) of flat
is arbitrary, at this stage.



  

Flat fielding
To create the flat pattern image,we need an 
uniform surface brightness illumination.
  - Dome (DOMEFLAT)
    Close dome and shed lights on a screen
    inside the dome. 
    Usually the global pattern is not correct.
  - Twilight (SKYFLAT)
    Take sky in twilight. 
    It may have a gradient.
 



  

Flat fielding
 - Night sky 
     Use many night-sky exposures to extract 
     a typical pattern.
     Bright and/or extended objects often 
      remain as a systematic error source. 
     In narrowband, photon number is 
     not enough.

In this school, DOMEFLAT is used.
Global pattern shows a residual gradient.



  

Probe shadow
Suprime-Cam (Subaru prime focus) has an
auto-guiding system. The guide star pickup 
probe sometimes make a shadow on CCDs.
The shaded region 
should be masked.



  

Fringe pattern
In longer wavelengths,(e.g. >8000Å?),
emissions from the sky produce interference 
pattern(fringe pattern).
Fringe is different from the flat:
 *system throughput is multiplecative 
 *fringe pattern is additive
to the objects.

original fringe corrected



  

Cosmic rays &
Satellite trails

Should be masked.
In this school, 
  *satellites are masked 
   manually.
 *cosmic rays are removed by   
   LAcosmic(a python library)

Cosmic Ray

Satellite



  

Ghost, stellar halo, 
blooming...

Should be masked or corrected, too.
Currently, SDFRED does not correct these 
effects automatically.
In this school, we may mask
them manually, 
if time permits.



  

Distortion Correction
A pixel of the CCD does not correspond to a 
square in the sky and does not have the 
same size neither, because of 
 - optical distortion
 - differential atmospheric dispersion

Before coadding dithered exposures,
and calibrating flux,
the distortion should be corrected and 
rebinned into a uniform coordinate grid.



  

Distortion & flat
Note that the decrease of counts introduced 
by the decreasing solid angle of pixels due to 
distortion was “corrected” by flat-fielding.

In distortion correction, surface brightness
(not the flux) should be preserved.

ff

f f f

flat-fielding

f f/2 f/2
f f

distortion
correction



  

PSF matching
Sizes and shapes of PSFs vary according to
the sky condition.
If each PSF is 
different, we 
cannot take median 
or do clipping.

SDFRED smoothes each
image with a Gaussian kernel to the PSF size
matches that of the widest PSF in the dataset.



  

Sky subtraction
Background is subtracted.
This process is needed for mosaicking,
because the background level of images
should be the same when taking a median or 
a clipped mean of them.
SDFRED subtracts background pattern of 
the given size.
Sometimes the 
pattern is a part
of some objects.



  

Dithering
In observation, usually we vary telescope 
pointing in each exposure.
 - In coadding, bad pixels and CCD chip gaps
    will not overlap
 - For night sky flat, objects will not be
   at the same pixel.



  

Match
Positional registration and relative flux 
estimation among different chips and 
shots(exposures).



  

Mosaicking
Coadding data.
Usually clipped mean or median is used.



  

Astrometry
Obtain a conversion of pixel coordinate to
the celestial coordinate.
Because of the projection of celestial sphere 
to the pixel plane, it is not simple.



  

Flux calibration
After mosaicking, relative flux in the image 
is corrected, but the absolute flux is unknown,
because of the uncertainty of scaling of flux 
and different exposures.
We need a magnitude zero point; magnitude
of 1 count of the image.

Flux calibrated objects (photometric standard 
objects) obtained in the same condition as the 
target are usually used.


